
 

Goal:Goal: In addition to providing appropriate information support to foreigners wishing toIn addition to providing appropriate information support to foreigners wishing to
receive higher education in Azerbaijan, replying to messages sent to the email addressreceive higher education in Azerbaijan, replying to messages sent to the email address
and social media accounts of the “Study in Azerbaijan” project. and social media accounts of the “Study in Azerbaijan” project. 

Information:Information: studyinazerbaijan.edu.azstudyinazerbaijan.edu.az website functions as an official source ofwebsite functions as an official source of
information on the education of foreign students in Azerbaijan. The Study in Azerbaijaninformation on the education of foreign students in Azerbaijan. The Study in Azerbaijan
portal highlights numerous issues related to higher education for foreigners in Azerbaijan.portal highlights numerous issues related to higher education for foreigners in Azerbaijan.
These include reasons for choosing Azerbaijan to study, educational programs at variousThese include reasons for choosing Azerbaijan to study, educational programs at various
levels and languages offered by ATM, scholarship opportunities, rules and procedures forlevels and languages offered by ATM, scholarship opportunities, rules and procedures for
admission, information on graduates, statistical reports and study conditions in Azerbaijan.admission, information on graduates, statistical reports and study conditions in Azerbaijan.

Scope of the coverage: In the academic year 2021-2022, some 7,400 foreigners andScope of the coverage: In the academic year 2021-2022, some 7,400 foreigners and
stateless persons from 101 countries are studying at higher and secondary specializedstateless persons from 101 countries are studying at higher and secondary specialized
educational institutions in our country. Students mainly come from Turkey, Iran, Georgia,educational institutions in our country. Students mainly come from Turkey, Iran, Georgia,
Russia, Iraq, Nigeria, Syria, India, Pakistan, the People's Republic of China and otherRussia, Iraq, Nigeria, Syria, India, Pakistan, the People's Republic of China and other
countries.countries.

201 foreign students have been granted the right to study in our country at state expense.201 foreign students have been granted the right to study in our country at state expense.
Under the Educational Grant Programs established by presidential orders, 125 foreignersUnder the Educational Grant Programs established by presidential orders, 125 foreigners
from 67 Organization of Islamic Cooperation and Non-Aligned Movement memberfrom 67 Organization of Islamic Cooperation and Non-Aligned Movement member
countries are studying in our country.countries are studying in our country.
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